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Letf(x) be an integrable function and{¢ (x)}, v=O, 1, 2, ... , be an 
. v 

orthonormal system in [O, lj. 

Let 

00 
f(x),...,, ~ c <p (x) 

v=O " " 

where 

c = f1 f(t)<P (t)dt 
I/ J 0 'I/ 

(v=O, 1, 2, ... ) 

be an orthonormal expansion of /(x) in the system {</, (x)} .. 
v 

00 

Let {\) v=O be an infinite sequence of real numbers. 

If the series 

w 
2: A c rb 

'Jr.:=: 0 'I 'J. 'I 

converges uni[ ormly in x, then {,\ }°
0
° is called a sequence of uni

v 

form convergence factors of orthonormal cxpansi_ons of f(x). 
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We note 

n )1 ( " ) st/ (f, x)= 2. ,\ c cf, (x)= f(t) 2: ,\ <p (x) ¢ (t) dt 
) \) \) 'J \) 'J v=O O v=O 

= J~f(t) K,.(x, t) dt 

where 

" Kn (x, t)= :S ,\ 'P (x) <p (t). 
0 'J 'I V 

•!= 

In this paper, we consider the orthonormal system {¢ (x)} closed in 
'I 

C, the class of continuous functions and I</> (x)! <A , independent 
~, 'J 

of x. 

rn ([3]) we have proved. 

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that {,\ } be a 
'J 

sequence of uniform convergence factors of orthonormal expansions 
off(x) c. LP (1 <p<oo ), is that there exists an N such that 

r 
1 
iK .. (x, tW dt<M .o 

for all x and n> N. 

Here p and q are conjugate exponents, i.e., 

l 1 
·-+-=1. 
p q 

Let ii.\ 1\ (v, :J.=0, 1, 2, ... ) be an infinite matrix of real 
'W 

elements. 

ff 

VO 

/\, .(/)=cc"Z ,\ C cf> (x) 
J,.\ '! = () 'J!J. 'I 'I 

is uniformly convergent for cacl1 :J. ~o, \, 2, ... and 

Jim /\ ({)cc/\ (j) 
[L-7-00 '.J., X . .Y . 

exists uniformly in x, then orthonormal expansions of f(x) is said to 
be uniformly Summable-/\. 
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The /\-Summation method is not necessarily regular, i.e., every 
convergent series is not summed by it to its sum in the sense of con
vergence. 

We note if 

00 

f(x),_, :S c </J (x) 
. '1=0 'I 'I 

then 

.. 
/\ (f)= $ .:\ c </J (x) 

n, µ, x 'i=O vµ. v. v 

= l 1 f (t) ( i .:\ ¢. (x)</J (t) dt ) 
Jo. v=O vµ '1 v 

r 1 
=I f(t) K (x, t) dt 

JO n, 11· 

where 

.. 
K (x, t)= :Z: .:\ <f (x)ef> (t). 

n, /.L v=O V/.L v v 

We may write 

00 

1\ , (.f)= :Z: 'A c ,P (x) 
[.L,X v=O •1[.L 'I 'I 

=Jim /\ (f) 
n-+oo n, µ,, x 

l 
=lim I J(t) K (x, t) dt. 

11-+oo 0 n, CJ· 

Formally we write 

f l ('
00 

) /\ . (f) = f(t) . :Z: . ;\ </i (X)</i (t) dt 
!J., .'\: ., 0 'I= J V/.L 'I 'i 

rl 
0=] /(t) K (x, t)dt. 

'O fl· 
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We do not mean 

00 

K (x, t)= 2: A cp (x) cp (t) 
µ IJ=0 IJ[J. \) \) 

in the sense of ordinary congruence, but rather a formal relationship 
which can be made precise by a suitable definition for the sum of the 
series. 

If f(t) e LP (l<p<oo) and 

Jim J 1 
f(t) K (x, t)dt 

n___,,.oo 0 · n,µ 

exists for every f(t) e LP, then K (x, t) converges weakly in Lq. 
11, µ 

But since 0 is weakly complete ([2J, p. 240), there exists a K (x, t)eLrz 
µ 

such that 

J
I JI. 

/\ (f)=lim f(t) K (x, t)dt=. f(t) K (x, t)dt. 
µ, x n-+oo 0 n, V· 0 V· 

Now we get our main theorem. 

Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient condition for the uni
form Summability-/\ of orthonormal expansions of f(x) e LP (1 <p 
< oo), are 

(1) lim · ,\ exists ('1=0, 1, 2, ... ) 
µ-+= IJ[L 

] 

(2) J IK (x, t)la dt<M (µ=0, l, 2, ... ) independent of n 
0 11, µ µ. 

and x. 

1 
(3) r !K (x, t)ladt< M J 0 p. 

independent of iL and .Y. 

Here 1 <p< = and 
l 

+-=1. p q 

To prove the theorem we need lemma ([3j) in a different form. 

Lemm.a. Let {A ( f)} be a sequence of linear functionals 
n, x · 

defined on the Banach space X, and Y be everywhere dense subset 

of X. 
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In order that lim A . (f) exists uniformly in x (x belonging 
n-+W n, x 

to a set E say) for every f e X, it is necessary and sufficient that 

(A) there exists an N and an M such that 

ll A --A l\<M 
11, x m, x 

for all x, and n, rn>N. 

(B) lim A (g) exists uniformly in x, for every g e Y. 
11-'>- oo n, x 

Proof of the theorem. 

Clearly 

1\ ( f) = lim ,\ ( f) 
!L, X ll-+oo n, p., x 

is a continuous linear functional on D' (1 <p < oo ). 

Now for each fJ.=0, 1, 2, ... , the sequence {i\ } be a sequence of 
. vµ 

uniform convergence factors of orthonormal expansions of f(x) e LP 
(1 <p<oo) the condition (2) is necessary and sufficient by Theorem l. 
We show that condition (B) of lemma is satisfied in the theorem. 

Since {</J (x)} is closed in C, the finite linear combinations 
v 

k 

g(x) = 2; y ¢ (x) 
p=O P P 

are dense in C and hence dense in LP (1 <p< oo ). 

From orthonormality of {</) (x)} we have 
'i 

/\ _ (g)=lim \ . . (g) 
µ, .\ /l=OO II, :J., .\ 

=Jim 2: Y ¢ (t) L: 71 <P (x)<P ( t) dt j l ( 7.- )(. " ) 

11-">00 0 p=O p p '1=0 'i[L v I/ , 

7' 

= :S Y /.. ¢ (x). 
p=~O p PV· P 
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Hence if 

lim f, (g) 
µ- 00 µ, x 

exists uniformly in x, then 

lim A 
µ~oo vµ 

exists for each v=O, 1, 2, ... 

So condition (B) of lemma implies condition (l) of theorem. 

Now consider 

If\µ', x (g)- f\ µfl, x (g)I 

=I Jim r 
1 

g(t) (K '(x, t)-K fl (x, t) )dt I 
n->oo J 0 n, µ n, V 

=I ~ Y (A 1 -A fl )cp (x) I 
p=O P pµ pµ P 

le 

:S Z: IY I I:\ , -A fl I 1¢ (x)! 
p=O P fll-I· pµ P 

le 

< z; IY I \;\ I -A fl I/\ . 
p=O ? pµ pµ P 

Hence if 

Jim 

exists for each v=O, l, 2, .. ., then 

Jim /\ (g) 
i-'·__,..00 (.L, x 

exists uniformly in x, for every g belonging to dense subset of 
LP (1 <p< oo ). Th us condition (1) of theorem is equiva1ent to condi·· 
tion (B) of lemma. 

We note 

(} 
l q )1/u 

Ii/\ . ii=~ . I K (x, t)i 
1 

. 
v . . \ 0 i-'· ( t j 
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Now we show that condition (A) of lemma is equivalent to uniform 
boundedness of the norm, i.e., 

for all µ and x, hence equivalent to condition (3) of theorem. 

Assume 

Ii/\ li<M 
I-'·, x 

for all x, and µ>N. 

We get 

11 /\ , - /\ • . 11 < 11 f\ I 11 + 11 /\ " . 11 <2M µ,x µ,x µ,x 0,x 

for all x, andµ', µ">N. 

So condition (1) of theorem implies condition (A) of lemma. 

Now since 1¢ (x)<A , independent of x 
v v . 

independent of x and t. 

Consider 

IK (x, t)j<!c µ . µ 

I/\µ, x (f)I =I!~ f(t) K11• (x, t) dtl<I ifi Ip 

ess sup IKµ (x, t)~l \fl Ip !.I,, 

Therefore 

!i<v, xll~Cµ. 

Now condition (A) of lemma gives 

11 /\ p.', x - /\ p.", ) i < M 

for all x, andµ', µ 1'>N. 

Therefore 

ii/\µ', xll~l I !\1.", .xll-t--M<Cµ." +M=M' 

for all x, and µ. 1>N-N1
• 
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Hence condition (A) of lemma is equivalent to condition (3) of 
theorem. 

Thus we have showed that conditions (I) and (3) of theorem are 
necessary and sufficient for the uniform convergence of /\ (f). The 

t.J~, x 
proof of theorem is complete. 
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